EmoryCard is your official Emory University student ID, giving you access to University libraries and gym facilities, on-campus print services, Arts Passport, and a variety of other campus services.

It is mandatory for all incoming Law students to have an uploaded AND approved photo no later than:

**July 14th**

It’s as simple as taking a **SELFIE** in front of a blank white wall!

- √ Is the photo a headshot of you **ONLY**?
- √ Is the background plain, solid, white in color?
- √ Are eyes open and clearly visible?
- √ Is the photo in JPEG file format?
- √ Is the photo at least 310 x 370 pixels in size?

Hold the camera phone **HORIZONTALLY** to ensure there is space between the top of the head and the frame of the photo.

There should be no other objects or individuals in the photo.

**Images will be disapproved for the following:** head is turned or facing away from the camera; other people or objects in the photo; hats or sunglasses; clothing that obscures the face; glare on glasses; shadows in the background or across the face; image is not a clear, high resolution, digital, color image.

**ATTENTION:** GME Residents and Fellows will receive their EmoryCard at orientation.

First Year students living on-campus will receive their EmoryCard at their scheduled residence hall check-in. All other students will receive their EmoryCard at orientation OR from their school.

Please **DO NOT** visit the EmoryCard office to pick up your EmoryCard prior to Orientation.

[Click HERE to upload a photo]